11:00 – 11:15
Welcome speech:
- Representative of HAMAG-BICRO
- Representative of national Ministry of Science - tbc
- Representative of EIC Bord/ EISMEA – TBC + Ivan Stefanic

11:15 – 12:00
Session 1:
EIC Pathfinder and Transition – Martin Lange

12:00 – 12:30
Q&A

12:30 – 13:30
Networking lunch with NPC/EEN advisors

13:30 – 14:45
Welcome speech for SMEs:
- Representative of HAMAG-BICRO
- Representative of EIC Bord/ EISMEA – TBC + Ivan Stefanic

EIC Accelerator – Sivasegaram Manimaaran

14:45 – 15:00
Evalutaros point of view – EISMEA/external expert

Speaker - tbc